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ABSTRACT drawn attention to the role of gas flow In heat transfer.
Meanwhile, the proposalthat waste container corrosion

An analytical solution has bean obtained to the be minimized by keeping waste packages ibove the
Itebility problem for an infinite horizontal layer of gas boiling pointj has made it more important to know how
with its humidity constrained to 100%. Latent heat predictable temperatures will be.
transfer makes convective heat transfer much more

tmportont for this moist gas than for • dry gas. The The predictability of temperltureI has recently

i critical Rayleighnumberfor the onset of convective flow been 8 subject of some debate. Large-scale fieldin the moist iea with i lower no-flow boundary at 97°C experiments are lacking,and experiments on 8 repository
and en upper no,flow boundary at 27oC, is 0.18, much scale are in any case impossible,so the discussion has

i less than the value of 4rr= for • dry gs.• Although the necessarily been based on cIlculetions. Buscheck end

i heat sourceat Yucca Mountainwill be finite inextent, the Nit8oe have pointed to simulations showing that heat

solution for In infinite horizontal layer still gives e useful transfer ii conduction-dominatedover I wide range of
criterion for the qualitative importance of convective heat conditions, while Ross* has maintained that there ii still
transfer. The critical Rayleigh number of 0.16 considerableuncertainty. Thisdisagreementhas notbeen
corresponds to e permeability of 4x 10'_am2 if other cosy to resolve. The absence of directly applicable

I parameters Irl given values measured at Yucca experimental results has forced heavy reliance on the

Mountain. This value falls roughly in the middle of the results of computer simulations. But the problem ii so
range of measuredpermeebilities. The analysiselse gives complex that computer simulationsere time-consuming
• time constant for the onset of convection, which at and the parameter space to be explored ii large. As e

I Rayleigh 1000 yr. Thus result, Jt has not yet been possible to fully explore the
twice the critical number ii
convection will probablymake on important contribution perimeter spice, or to clearly discern what factors
tO heat transfer at Yucca Mountain if the rock determine the importance of different host transfer
permeability falls in the upper portion of the range of mechanisms.
measurements to date, but only et times after I few
hundred or thousand years. Resolution of this Issue could be advanced

considerably by simple analytical criteria for the
INTRODUCTION importar_:e of different heat transfer mechanisms. For

thermal convection, such • criterion exists; it ii 8
In early years of the Yucca Mountain repository dimensionless quantity known as the Rayleigh number.

program, most ¢alculetionl of potential repository
temperatures consideredonlythermalconduction, lt was, This quantity ii derived by solvingthe problem of
however, recognizedthat other means of heat transfer en infinite horizontal layer of fluid hosted from below.
such Ii buoyant convection_ and heat.pipe effects_ The solution ii obtained by s standard technique that
could play In importantrole under some circumstances, goes back to Rayleigh. Small perturbations sre added to

the conduction-only solution of the equations, end one
Several more recent developments have led to calculates the rate of growth (or decay) of the

greIter interest in non-conductive heat transfer. The perturbation as e function of wavelength. The IIrgest

il finding that large-scalesubsurfaceges flows occur under Rayleigh number for wl_ich 811of the perturbations will
current conditions_,', end resulting concern about decay is the critical Rayleigh number. If the Rayleigh
carbon-14 migrationfrom the potential repository, have nu_nberis below this value, the system will be static and
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• no convection will occur. Above the critical value, intrinsic permeability of the porous medium,/_ is the ges
cytindri(_alconvection cells will form. As the Rayleigh viscosity, end s is a downward-pointing unit vector• The
number increases further, additional instabilities ore variable P, is the vapor pressureof water, which depends
orcountered end more complicated convection patterns only on temperature becauseof the assumptionof 100%
form. At some point (experience indicates that this is humidity. By definition, we have P.., P-P,. In the
generally at the third instability),chaotic flow beg/ns, energy equation, K, is the thermal conductivity of the

porous medium, c is a conversionfactor of 4.18 x 10'_
The stability problem for gases in porous media crg car"_,c,_' is the specific hoot of gas at constant

has Wevtously been solved only for e dry gas.e In the pressure, cp'm end p,_ ore the specific heat end density
dry gis problem, the latent heat term which dominates of rock (includingliquid water inthe pores),H, is the heat
convective heat transfer under Yucca Mountain of vaporization of water, end n is the drained porosity.
conditions7 i_, absent. The next section of this paper
presents solutions for e moist gas which carries latent
hast. SubsequentsectionsdiscussimpScetionsforYucca For given initial end boundary conditions,
Mountain. Equations(1), (2), (3), end (4) cen be solved for fields of

density p, pressureP, temperature 7',and gas flux q. The
ANALYSIS solution is obtained by a perturbation technique. This

technique, which ii the usual method of solving
We used perturbation analysisto solvethe stability convective instability problems, involves three steps.

problem for moist gas in s porous medium partially First, we solved the governing equations with no fluid
saturated with liquid water. We analyzed o gas whose flow (static solution). Second, the static solution was
humidity is maintained at 100% by evaporation or perturbed slightly in es general a manner as possible
condensation of the water when the gas flows through consistent with the boundary conditions. At this step,
pressureand temperature gradients. Flow of liquidwater dimensionless parameters were identified and the
was not modeled explicitly, but water was assumed to perturbation equations were reformulated as en
flow toward areas of evaporationreadily enough to keep eigenvelue problem. Third, we solved this well-defined
the medium partially saturated. The humidity constraint eigenvelue problem to describe the evolution of the
is physicallyrealistic; unsaturatedsoils and rocks almost perturbations with expressionswhich are exponential in
IIwIyI contain some liquid water except very near the time. The sign of the exponent deten,'nineswhether the
ground surface, and this water keeps the gas humidity fluctuations will decay or grow, end thus whether the

close tO 100%. ° static solutionis stable. Furthermore, the magnitude of
the exponent gives a time constant for convective

With these assumptions, the governing redistributionof heat.

equations_° consist four equations, e constitutive

of .
relation, Percy's Law, a volume balance, and on energy The result is formulated in terms of a
balance, es follows: dimensionlessRayleigh numberdefined by

. ,) R,. TP (5)

q .. k(vp. 0pZ) (2) where P, is the pressureat the top of the layer, To is the

i temperature at the top of the layer, end AT is the

u

temperature difference between top end bottom.

_ ¥.q.q.I(1.1---dP']vT.I---,P'.O (3) The complexity of the governing equations,
I LLT p.o'r) p. ] especially the strongly non-linear dependence of vapor

pressure on temperature, made some approximations
necessary. Details of the calculation are given in a
separate paper._ The problemwas solved fo_ two sots

i_s,. crpq.,gT . l(1.Pvlq,Vp a of boundary conditions at the top: , no-flow boundaryPa) (correspondingto e confining layer) end e fixed-pressure

___Z_TV[/ p_._ - Pv /_ra ,_,8T boundary (correspondingto the groundsurface). In bath
- q" 1" VT-_-V " Cp_*pmj_l°/I)_=; Cases,the lower boundary had fixed temperature and no

flow, end the upper boundaryhad fixed temperature.
(4)

Becausethe gove:;dng equationsare non-linearin
where p is the ges density, R is the gas constant, T is temperature, the instability threshhold depends on the
temperature, _ end _, ere the molar weights of water temperatures st the top and bottom of the system.
and dry air, g is the acceleration of gravity, k is the Figure 1 shows values of Rayleigh number for which e
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perturbation of each wavelength has a zero rate of For temperature difference of 70°C, placing the
•growth (is neutrally stable). For each of the two upper lower-boundary temperature near the boiling point of
boundaryconditions, curves are shown for variousvalues water, the criticalRayleighnumberis O.18 with an upper
of AT, with the top of the system always at 27°C. The no-flow boundary. By way of comparison,the value for
critical Rayleigh number for initial onset of convection a dry gas in li porous medium is 4_, or about 40. The
correspondsto the minimum of each curve, Values of two-order-of-magnitude difference in critical Rayleigh
critical Rayleighnumbers ere summarized in Table 1. number reflects the strongly destabilizing effect of latent

heat transport in the moist system. With the upper
boundary open to the atmosphere, the critical Rayleigh
number is avert smaller.

Sd} I. . i I I I I t • J . , •

I 4oK/_ NUMERICALMODEL VERIFICATION

_T. The complexity of numerical models used to
simulate coupledheat transfer end multiph6se fluid flow

of their computations. Most analytical solutions against

which coda resultscan be compared are not sensitiveto
• ¢ the couplingterms. Comparisonof ii computer code with

J: such solutions does not ensure that the coda can solve
.SP problems correctly when coupled effects, such as
o_, convective heat transfer, are important.
D: la

The convective instability occurs only because of
interactions between heat transfer end fluid flow. The
value of critical Rayleigh number is a direct quantitative
measure of the coupling between these two processes.

( Stob_e When the fluid is most gas, the resultis strongly affected

o.o o ..... = • e' ' e " Io by evaporationand condensation, reflectingthe coupling
Horlzontol wove number between gas and liquid also. Consequently, the

performance of a numerical model in computing the
critical Rayleigh number for flow of moist gas is a very
sensitive test of its accuracy in computing coupledheat
transfer and two-phase,fluid flow.

|.0 l'-l| ..... I ......... I ........ ,I ......... I .........

1 We usedthe solutionpresentedabove to verifythe
o.o two-dimensionalgas flow end heat transfer code TGIF2.
O_ This code1° solves Equations (1)-(4) presented above,

describingthe flow of moist rockgas. The code was run
o.7 with an upperno-flow boundaryat 30.222°C and a lower

_T = 40 _ boundary temperature of 73.807°C. For these

i EO.S Vnstoble temperatures, the analytical solution predicts ii critical
¢ Rayleigh number of 0.512. The code was tun with a

• .¢eJb range of permeabilities, corresponding to different
.2'

i
o SO

_" o_ Table 1
m Critical Rayleigh Numbers

i o.2 6o Calculated Analytically

O,!

stob,. Top closed Top open
0.0 ........ .. , ' ,l ....... , ........ l" , ......... I...... '.... _T(_

o , = = 4 s R." R:_ Horizontol wove number
40 0.950 0.304

• .

Figure 1 -Threshold of instabilityas a function of wave 50 0,578 0.195
number and temperature difference. Upper boundary
always at 27°C. Lower boundaryalways no-flow. , 60 0.340 0,119

(a) No-flow boundary at top. (b) Constant-pressure 70 0.179 C).059
boundaryst top. ,
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Rayleigh numbers. Figure 2 shows ges fluxes for e OUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN
•typical solutionabovethe critical Rayleighnumber, with
cleerlyi:lefinedconvectioncells. The maximumcalculated The heat source at Yucca Mountain, unlike the
ges velocity is plotted as a function _; Rayleighnumber analytical problem, has e finite horizontal extent.
in Figure 3. The numerically calculated onset of Nevertheless, the resul:s o1 the stability analysis ere
convectionoccursat a Rayleigh number of approximately extremely useful to describe the qualitative behavior of
1.2. Consider!ng the extreme sensitivity of the the Yucca Mountain system. Generally, convection will
simulation, the difference between an infinite layerend e play an important role in heat transfer if the Rayleigh
firdte numerical grid, end the approximations in the number isabovethe criticalvalue foronset of convection.
analytical solution, this representsexcellent agreement. The repository heat source may be regarded as e large

perturbation. The resultsof th_ stability analysis indicate
whether convection will ceusl this perturbation to
propagate upwards, or the heated zone will simply be

Table 2 spread by conduction. The stability analysis else givesa
Parameter Values Used in time constant for growth of perturbations; the constant
Yucca Mountain Analysis tells us how much time will be needed for convective

effects to manifest themselvesat Yucca Mountain.
C,°" 2.4 x 10" cal g" K'

At Yucca Mountain, most of the quentitities
C_ 2.5 x 10" Pal g" K" appearing in the definition of the Rayleigh number are
H 6.0 x 10° crn reasonably well known. The majorexceptions era ATand

k. However, the relevant temperature range is limited
t_ 4.0 x 10.=cal cre" K' s" because latent heat is ao strongly destabilizing end the

water vapor content of the gas cannot increase above
n 0.1 dimensionless 100%. Therefore, only temperature differences below

P, 8.88 x 10: g cre" s: the boiling point will drive convection effectively, and70°C is the largest relevant value of &T. For a
7", 3.0 x 10ZK temperature difference of 70°C, the critica; Rayleigh

number is 0.18. This leaves the intrinsicpermeabilityas
p 1.86 x 104 gcm" s" the major unknown in the system. Becausethe system

p, 1.00 x 10"_g Crn'= is linear in permeability, the critical Rayleigh number isindependent of this parameter end the relationship

p_= 3.00 x gcm "= between onset of convection end permeability can be
read directly from the definition of Rayleigh number(5).

di

i 2 x 10"cm/s
600m-

0 2000m

Figure 2 - Numerically calculated gas flux (Darcy velocity) at l_yleigh number2.32•
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Figure 4 - Temperatures calculated by Ta_2 for o
O.OOOO0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004 0.000_ 0.0006

Maximumvelocity (Cre/s) system with geometry of Yucca Mountain end uniform
permeability. Results are shown for locations at the
repository center and repository edge. Solid lines
representconduction-only solution; long dashes

• Figure 3 - Maximum gas flux calculated numericad/y,as representconduction-convection solutionwith
s function of Rayleigh number, permeability of 10 "_ m_; short dashes represent

solution with permeability of § x 10"_ m'.

For reasonable Yucca Mountain parameter values two cases end compares them with s solution to
(listed InTable 2), the criticalRayleighnumber of 0.18 for conduction problem with the same geometry, thermal
• no-flow upper boundarycorresponds to a permeability conductivity, and heat source. The peak repository

_- of 4 x 10._' ma. This value falls roughly in the middle of temperature, attained sf_eronly a few decades, is nearly
, 1;I

ii the range of measured permeabilit_es. If the upper the same in ali cases. The results with permeability of
-" boundary is open, the critical Rayleigh number is 0.059. § x 10'_' m_ diverge from the other two calculations

i This correspondsto a permeabilityof 1.3 x 10"_=m_. Note within s few hundred years. At 1300 years, which is the

that them valuesarefor aconstant-temperatureboundary end of the calculation, the 10"_1m2 case is alsostarting
st the bottom of the system; e constant-heat-flux to divergefrom the conduction-onlycase. These results
boundary, which mev be more realistic for a repository, agree very well with the qualitative prediction from the
gives sn appreciablylower critical Rayleighnumber.|| analyl_cal stability analysis.

At s Rayleigh numbertwice the critical value, the When the Rayleighnumberincreasessubstantially
time constant for the growth of perturbations is above the critical value, convective time scales will
approximately 1000 Yr. The importance of convectionat shorten and chaotic flows will occur. Chaotic flow is
other combinationsof time and permeability dependson significantfor both its physicaleffects andits implications
the Rayleighnumber(5). for numerical modeling. Physically, it will substantially

enhance heat transfer, lt will also redistribute water in
TNs analysis implies that if the permeability st ways that are very difficult to predict; this may have

Yucca Mountainisaround 10"1_m_,convection will cause significant implications for predicting how many waste
the temperature distributionto be substantiallydifferent packagesare wetted endwhether thereis fast water flow
from the conduction-onlyresults at times sf_er 1000 yr. downward from the potential repository through
With the TGm2model, we simulateds cross-sectionof the fractures. Numerically, simulationmodelsmaybe difficult
size _nd shape of Yucca Mountain, with li uniform to operate or give erroneous results in the chaotic flow
permeability took two values, 10"" mz and 5 x 10'_ m=. regime, especi¢lly if the modeler does not realize the
The simulation used e heat source at the location end system has entered this regime.
depth of the potential repository that increasedgradually
over 4S years and was roughly equivalent to sn initial We have not determined analytically the value of
power density of approximately 35 kW/acre. Rayleighnumber et which chaotic flow begins. However,as mentioned above, the threshold of the third physical

Figure4 shows calculatedtemperaturesfor these instability is usually a goodestimate of the pointat which
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chaotic flow begins. We found that in two dimensions 4. E. P. WEEKS, "Effect of Topography on Gas Flow in
thesecond instability occursat a Rayleigh number of 1.6. Unsaturated Fractured Rock -- Concepts and
Wt d_dnot solve for the third instability, but it is possible Observations," in D. D. Evans and T. J. Nicholson, eds.,
to estimate where it will occur. Ordinarily, the third Flow andTransport Through Unsaturated Fractured Rock,
instability would be closer to the second than the second Geophysical Monograph 42, American Geophysical Union
bl to the first. Furthermore, the second instability usually (1987), pp. 165-170.
OcCurs at a lower Rayleigh number in a three-dimensional
system than a two-dimensional one. These heuristic 5. L. D. RAMSPOTT, "The Constructivo Use of Heat in
arguments suggest that the Rayleigh number at which tn Unsaturated Tuff Repository," Proc. Intl. Conf. High
chaotic flow begins ii almost certainly below 20, and Level Radioactive Waste Management, Las Vegas (April
probably wall below 10. In terms of Yucca Mountain, 1991), pp. 1602-1607.
this implies that chaotic flow probably begins st e
permeability below 10 "_°m_. 6. T. A. BUSCHECK end J. J. NITAO, "The Impact of

Thermal Loading on Repository Performance st Yucca
CONCLUSIONS Mountain," Proc. Intl. Conf. High Level Radioactive Waste

Management, Lee Vegas (April 1992), pp. 1003-1017.

The analytical solution of the stability problem for
moist gas provides a clear delineation of the conditions 7. B. ROSS, "Temperature Scenarios for I Repository at
under which convection will and will not have a major Yucca Mountain," Proc. Intl. Conf. High LevelRadioactive
effect on heat transfer at Yucca Mountain. In doing this, Waste Management, Las Vegas (April 1992), pp. 184-
h demonstrates the importance of time, a point which had 189.
not previously been elucidated. Even when convection is
dominant st late times, it is unimportant during a|i initial 8. D. A. NIELD, "Onset of Convection in e Porous Lever
period; the length of this period can be determined from Saturated by en Ideal Gas," Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer
the Rayleigh number. Another point not previously 25, 1605-1606 (1982).
Ippreciated is that chaotic flow cen occur at higher
permeabilities; in this regime numerical models must be 9. D. HILLEL, Fundamentals of Soil Physics, Academic
used with caution. Press, Inc., Orlando (1980), p. 269.

The solution is also valuable for verification of 10. S. AMTER, N. LU, and B. ROSS, "Thermally DrivenGas Flow Beneath Yucca Mountain, Nevada," inR. R.

numerical models. Eaton at;al., eds., Multiphase Transport in Porous Media,
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York
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